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Specifkation languages are extensively used for capturing the requirements 

of safeiy-critical and real-time applications. Most of the specification lan- 

guages reported in the literature for real-tirne applications are functional; t here 

are few ob ject-oriented real-time specification languages such as TRIO+. Re- 

cently, Alagiv and Perïyasamy have extended the Object-Z specification lm- 

guage, an object-oriented extension of the Z specification language, towards 

specifying real-the constrainls. This language is cded  Real-Time Ob ject-Z 

(RTOZ) . 

One of the problems in using formal specification languages is the lack of 

tool support for developing and using the specifications. Tool support for a 

specification language is necessq at alI levels: syntax checking, type checking 

and semantic chedwig. A number of type checkers are available for 2. In 

addition, a few theorem provers have also been developed for 2. There is only 

one tool for Object-Z reported in the literature for type checking and pretty- 

printing. There is no tool available for RTOZ. In this thesis, a type checker 

for RTOZ is describeci. The major contributions include the development 

of a grarnmar for IYTOZ and the implementation of the type checker. An 

interesting feature of the type checker is that it can also be used to type-check 

Z specifications as well as  Object-Z specifications. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

It is a weii established fact in software engineering that errors left undetected 

in early stages of software development lead to undesirable consequences and 

very difncult errors to correct during Mplementation and testing. Such errors 

lead to high cost and make a software product meliable. Identifyhg errors 

in the implementation and correcting them require extensive t h e  and effort. 

Hence, more attention shouid be paid to capture as many errors as possible 

during the requirements analysis and specification phase. 

Often, requirements are expressed informally using natural languages. -41- 

though such requirements are descriptive and can be easily understood, they 

lack precision. Further, since natural languages are inherently arnbiguous, a 

description in such a language may often have more than one interpretation. 

An ambiguity in a requirement will lead to a different design and/or imple- 

mentation which may not meet the customer's requirements. In addition to 

ambiguity, natural languages cannot be used to prove properties or determine 

inconsistencies, if any, present in the description of the requirements. A pro- 

cess that identifies ambiguities and inconsistencies and that attempts to justify 

t heir presence requires sound mat hematical formalism. Using such a pro cess, 



INTRODUCTION 

a software developer can establish the correctness and consistency of the re- 

quirements. In this context, formal methods are now being introduced into the 

software development process, especiaily in the requirements analysis phase. 

A formal method generdy consists of a syntactic domain, a semantic do- 

main and possibly a set of transformation d e s .  A formal specincation lan- 

guage is associated with a particular forma1 method and provides the symbols 

and syntactic d e s  for the method. Often, br ease of understanding, the for- 

mal specification language itself is referred to in place of the formal method 

(e-g, VDM, 2, B, HOL). The same convention is followed in this thesis. 

For the purposes of this thesis, existing formal specification languages can 

be broadly classified into thcee categoriesl : d iag rma t i c ,  property-based and 

model-based. Diagammatic specification languages use graphic symbols and 

are easy to use. However, they lack rigor and precision. Formal semantics of 

graphic symbols used in such diagrammatic specification languages are gen- 

erally not available. This prohibits the use of such Ianguages for reasoning 

and justification. CASE (Cornputer Aided SoRware Engineering) tools belong 

to this category. Property-based specification languages use well defineci syn- 

tax and semantics. Languages such as  OBJ3 and Larch (based on algebraic 

specification techniques), belong to this category. These languages are used to 

express certain properties of the application domain. The speciilcation thus 

developed can be used to verify the consistency and correctness of the system, 

or to derive additional properties. A major problem with property-based spec- 

Scation languages is that they do not lead to a design or implementation of a 

software system. Consequently, they cannot be used as a part of the software 

Me cycle but can be augrnented with one or more stages of the life cycle to 

establish and/or verify some properties. 

' Other classifications of formal specification laquages and the set of languages bebnging 
to each classification can be found in [31]- 
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An ambitious and more usefd attempt wodd be to capture the require- 

ments of an application precisely and coasequently derive a reiiable design 

and implementation. In this context, we prefer to use the third category of 

formal specification languages, namely model-based. These languages provide 

the ability to develop abstract structures (called models by these languages) 

of the application domain and to describe operations that manipulate these 

structures. The models and operations on these models are conveniently cho- 

sen to reflect algorit hmic and implement ation det ails, if desired. However , the 

specifications will still be abstract and must be refined towards design and 

implementation. We do not attempt to describe the rehement process in 

this thesis. Languages such as 2, VDM-SL and B belong to the classification 

of model-based specification languages. This thesis is concemed with the Z 

specification language and its extensions. 

The Z formal notation was developed a t  the Odord University, U.K. Cur- 

rently, the language is being standardized by the International Standard Or- 

ganization (ISO). During the standardization process, the language has been 

modilied with changes to its sernantics. Since, at the t h e  of writhg this the- 

sis, the standardization process is stiü in progress, this thesis describes a work 

based on a stable and reliable version of Z advocated by Spivey[27]. Both 

Spivey's version and the current standard are based on set theory and k t  

order predicate logic. Set theory enables the construction of abstract models 

as sets and operations on these sets are described as assertions using first order 

predicate logic. These assertions constitute the pre- and post-conditions of the 

operatiom. 

Due to the increasing popularity of the object-oriented approach to soft- 

ware development, several researchers have attempted to provide object- 

oriented extensions to 2. The languages Object-2, MooZ, ZEST and Zf+ 
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are some of the object-oriented extensions of Z. A comprehensive o v e ~ e w  

of these extensions is given by Cooper and Stepney [29]. Almost ail these 

object-orientecl specification languages provide syntax for class descriptions, 

where each class description contains an encapsulated Z specification. Details 

of the concepts of object-orientation are beyond the scope of this thesis and 

are not M h e r  discussed here. Among the object-oriented extensions of 2, the 

specification language Object-Z [8] has become more popular for two major 

reasons: 

a More üterature support is available for Object-2, compared tu other 

object-oriented Z based specikation languages. 

a There exists a formal semantics for Object-Z[7] . 

Recently, the Software Verifkation Research Centre at the University of 

Queensland, Australia (where Object-Z was developed) announced a type- 

checker for Object-Z [12]. F'urther, the syntax and semantics of Object-Z have 

been modified to accommodate the standard version of 2. 

One of the primary applications of formal methods is to specify the re- 

quirements of safety critical and real-tirne systems. These systems are gener- 

d y  used in hazardous environments. Testing and simulation approaches are 

inadequate to establish the correctness of operations in these systems. Most 

of the specification languages developed for real-time systems are functional; 

the languages CCS, CSP and R m L  are used by the developers of real-time 

software systems. Unfortunately, none of these languages provide any method 

for design derivation and are inherently property-based. It is hence neces- 

sary to extend model-based specifîcation laquages to specify requirements for 

real-tirne systems. Some such atternpts include the extension of Z towards 

real-time discussed by Mahony and Hayes [18]. Alagar and Periyasamy have 



extended Ob ject-Z notation for real-time applications. This approach has the 

added advantage of supporting objectsriented methods. The extended lm- 

guage is cailed Real-Time Object-Z (FU'OZ)[2]. In principle, RTOZ uses the 

same syntax as Object-Z but introduces additional classes cded  filter specifi- 

cations. These filter specifications describe real-tirne requirements demanded 

by the application. The semantics of RTOZ provides a systematic way of merg- 

ing the real-time requirements with the conventional functional requirements 

described by an Object-Z specification. 

Despite the advantages of using formal methods in software development, 

they are not used by many industries because of the steep learning c w e .  

In addition, development of tool support for formal methods is still in its 

infancy. It is believed by researchers in formal methods, that tools will alleviate 

the problem due to the steep learning curve. Currently, almost every formal 

specification language is supported by one or more tools. Such tools can 

be broadly classified into t hree categories: prett y-printing, syntax and type 

checking and semantic- checking. Pretty-printing tools are used to print the 

specification in a comprehensible way that is easier to understand. Syntax aod 

type-checlchg tools provide additional flexibility by checking the s p t a x  and 

types in a given specifxation. Generally, these tools are coupled with pretty- 

printing macros so that users will get maximum benefits. The third category, 

namely semantic checkers, enable theorem proving. Such tools are used for 

proving properties from the specification and may also be used for reasoning 

about the specifications themselves. A semantic checker necessarily requires 

a syntax and type checker- Most of the specification writers primarily use 

the languages for developing understandable specifications and consequently, 

semantic checking is not viewed as being as pretty-printing and type checking. 

This thesis is a contribution to the development of a type checker for RTOZ. 
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Since RTOZ uses the same syntax as Object-2, the type checker can also be 

applied for type checking native Object-Z specifications. Type checking RTOZ 

specincations require additional constraints to check the type correctness of the 

filter specifications in addition to type checking the functional part descnbed 

by the Object-Z specification. Until the tirne of writing this thesis, there 

was no type-checker available for Object-Z itself; the one developed at the 

University of Queensland was announced when the type checker described in 

this thesis was almost complete. 

In this thesis, the development of the type checker for RTOZ is discussed 

in detail. For convenience, we interchangeably use the term 'type checker' 

and 'tool' to refer to the type checker for RTOZ. The thesis starts with an 

introduction to the Z and Object-Z Ianguages with a simple example. This 

is followed by the syntactic requirements for filter specifications in RTOZ. 

The informal semantics for EtTOZ are then described briefly? The major 

contributions of the thesis are as follows: 

A grammat for RTOZ has been developed by extending the grammax for 

Object-2. This grammas describes the RTOZ specification language. 

To derive an implementation, the RTOZ gramrnar developed has been 

modified. Both grammars are included in the appendices of this thesis. 

A type checker has been developed to type-check RTOZ specifications. 

Results of using this tool for a couple of example problerns have been 

summarized. 

*More about the semantics for W'OZ and a logic for deriving properties fiom RTOZ 
speufications can be found in [2]. 



Chapter 2 

An Overview of Real-Time 

This chapter introduces the three formal specification languages Z [27], Ob ject- 

Z[8] and RTOZ [2]. Detailed discussion of each of these languages is beyond the 

scope of this thesis. Instead, the interesthg features of each of these languages 

are illustrated through a simple case study. Since Object-Z and RTOZ are 

conservative extensions of 2, one would &O appreciate the benefits gained by 

the extensions by modeling the same problem in different perspectives. This 

is illustrated via a case study in what follows. 

2.1 A Simple Case Study 

The case study is concerned with modeling a simple network for mail commu- 

nication. The network consists of a set of nodes, administered by a network 

manager. The primary purpose of the problem is to send and receive mail 

across the network. For simplicity, each node is modeled only by its unique 

identifier and the set of mail messages it has received. Other details of the 



nodes and communication channeis are ignored. The foilowing are the assump- 

tions and requirements for the network: 

Messages are of two types: regular and acknowledgment. 

Every node must be capable of sending and receiving messages. Typi- 

cdy,  a sender sends a reguiar message and waits to receive an acknowl- 

edgment. A receiver, on the other hand, receives a regular message and 

sends back an acknowledgment. 

0 The network manager administers the routing; that is, the transfer of 

mail is visible only to the network manager. 

Even though the problem Looks unreaüstically simple, the goal here is to 

iotroduce the features of the three specification languages under consideration, 

not to model the problem in its entirety. 

Each language is now brïefly introduced and the simple network is specified 

in that language. 

2.2 The Z specification language 

A specification in Z consists of a mathematical model built fiom simple data 

types; these data types include sets, sequences, functions and relations. The 

specincation also includes operations that descnbe how the model is manipu- 

lated in a particulax application. She distinguishïng feature of the Z language 

is the schema notation. A schema is an encapsulated structure with several 

components and properties (expressed as a logical formula in first-order pred- 

icate logic). Generdy, a schema is identified by a unique name although 

unnamed schemas are also introduced in some specifications. 



Z is a state-based (also c d e d  model-based) language in the sense that the 

model is expressed as a state. The schema notation is used to represent a 

state. Operations on the state are &O specified using the schema notation 

but with additional syntax. A typical Z specification consists of a series of 

paragraphs, each paragraph describing some aspects (type, constant function, 

state or operation). A more convenient facility supported by the Z language is 

that each paragraph can be augmented with informal descriptions before and 

after the paragraph. Thus, writing as well as reading a Z specification is easier 

compared to specincations in other model-based languages such as VDbI-SL 

and B. 

We now model the problem in 2. 

[NODEID, MESSAGE] 

The above defmition introduces two basic types for the curent specifica- 

tion. They are cailed basic types because they will not be further defined in 

this specification. The design or implementation will refine these basic types. 

The above two types indicate the set of id numbers used for nodes and the 

type for messages1. 

MazZQpe ::= Content 1 Ack 

The syntax shown above defines a mail type to be either 'Content ' or 'Ack 

Mail 
fmm : NODEID 
to : NODEID 
body : MESSAGE 
type : Mail Q p e  Ï 

LTypes and sets are treated as synonyms in 2. 

9 
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The structure of a mail message is modeled as a schema which identifies 

the sender receiver, body of the message and its type. There are no explicit 

constraints for these variables, so the predicate part of the Mail schema is 

empty. 

- -  - 

id : NODEID 
mbox : NODEID t, P Mail 

A node has a unique id and a set of mail messages. Each mail message is 

tagged with the sender id for easy identification, even though the Mail schema 

itseif has both the sender's and the receiver's identifications. The syrnbol P 

denotes a set type and the symbol H indicates a partial function. 

- ReceiueMmge 
ANode 
message? : Mail 

message?.type = Content 
message?.to = id 
mboz' = mbox @ (message?.from H 

mbox (rnessage?.from) U {messuge?)} 

The schema ReceiveMessuge describes an operation on the state space 

Node. Until now, there has been no indication whether Node inàeed described 

a state space. In fact, a schema can denote either a type or a state. For 

example, the schema Mail is treated as a type in Node. 

An operation schema indicates the state space on which it operates (indi- 

cated by ANode in Recei'ueMessage). The A notation is a convention which 

asserts that the state space is being modified by the current operation. Inputs 

and outputs are declared dong with the state space indicator. According to 
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Z convention, input variables are tagged with a '?' and output variables are 

tagged with an '!'. As seen in the ReceiveMessage schema, the receive opera- 

tion accepts an input of type Mail, but there is no output fkom this operation. 

The predicate part of an operation schema (descnbed below the horizontal line 

after the dedaration) describes a set of predicates; these predicates constitute 

the pre and postconditions of the operation. Uniike other model-based speci- 

fication languages, the operation schemas in Z do not distinguish between pre 

and postconditions. Rather it defines both of them in the same box. 

The A notation introduces two sets of state variables in scope : primed 

and unprimed. The unprimed variables collectively indicate the state of the 

system before the operation is invoked while the primed variables indicates the 

state after the operation successfdly terminates2. Accordingly, the insertion 

of A Node in ReceiveMessage textudy includes the declarations (from Node), 

id, id' : NODEID 
mbox, mbox' : NODEID -t, P Mail 

into scope. If Node includes a predicate part (in this case, it does not), then 

the predicate is duplicated for its primed variables and both versions of the 

predicates are conjoined with the predicates of the operation. However, such 

conjoining is done implicitly according to the semantics of the language, and 

is not printed. 

The explicit predicate of ReceiveMessage asserts that the message received 

shodd be a regular mail (of type Content) and the received message is included 

in the node's mail box. The syntax @ indicates relational overriding? 

*Since a spdcation abstractly describes what an operation is supposed to do, rather 
than how it does, algorithmic details and termination guarantee cannot be ensured in the 
specification of an operation. 

3Fuxtctions are relations with additional constraints. 
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SendMessage 

id A message!.type = Content 

The operation SendMessage ako operates on Node. It outputs a message 

of type Content (asserted in the predicate part). The notation in the decla- 

ration part indicates that SendMessuge does not modify the state space Node, 

even though it outputs a message. HOW the message is created internally 

by the operation is beyond the scope of the current abstraction. During the 

refinement of this specification, such intrinsic det ails can be expanded. 

Below, we s p e c e  two other operations concerning a node: sending and 

receiving acknowledgments. These schemas are self-explanatory 

id h message!.type = Ack 

A message?.type = Ack 

We now introduce another important feature in Z, namely schema compo- 

sition. This feature is extensively used in Object-Z and RTOZ specifications. 

Schema composition is generdy used to compose operation schemas together, 

to impose sequentialiw among the operations. Accordingly if Op, and Op, 

represent two operation schemas, then the expression Opl g Opz denotes a se- 

12 
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quentid composition in which Opl precedes Opz. The state in which Op, is 

invoked is actually the state in which Opl terminates. Thus, the intemediate 

state between Opl and Op2 becomes invisible due to sequential composition. 

Using this convention, we can d e h e  Send and Reeeive operations for Node 

as follows: 

Send e SendMessage t ReceiveAck 
Receive ReceiveMmge ; SendAck 

Now, let us mode1 a network manager. Typicdy, a network manager 

adrninisters a set of nodes. 

NetworkManager 
nodes : P Node 

There is no predicate part associated with the schema NetworkManager. 

From the requirernents, we need to mode1 only the send and receive operations 

for the network manager. These operations are visible at the network level in 

the sense that the network manager must be able to identify the sender and 

receiver. That is sender and receiver must belong to the collection of nodes 

in NetworkManager. However, the operations Send and Receive stiil belong 

to individual nodes and the network manager simply delegates the job to the 

respective nodes. Even though we are not discussing object oriented features 

in 2, some of them are inherently a d a b l e  in the language. Delegation of the 

send and receive operations can be achieved by a technique calied Promotion. 

This technique enables an operation performed on a local state space to be 

promoted to a higher level state space. To successfully apply this the higher 

level state space must enclose the local state space. 
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Promote 
A NetworkManager 
ANode 
message? : Mail 
message! : Mail 

messoge?.from = messoge!.from 
rnessage?.to = rness~ge!.to 
3, to : Node 1 to E nodes h 

to id  = message!.to 0 BNode = to 
nodes' = nodes \ {BNode) u (BNoder) 

The Promote operation captures several important concepts in 2. These 

are explained in detail below: 

0 It shows how updating a local state space (due to ANode) causes a 

modification of the global state space (indicated by ANetworkManager) 

0 The network manager observes that a message originates from one of its 

nodes (indicated by message!) and is received by another node (indicated 

by message?). 

The Promote operation serves as a template without committing itself 

to updates on a particular node. So if one rnakes use of unnamed schema 

instances indicated by BNode and BNode ' 4 .  

0 The operation asserts that the update on a local state space affects the 

global state space. This is indicated by 

nodes' = nodes \ {BNode) U {@Noder) 

which describes that the old copy of the node's record is removed from 

4Syntactic and semantic details of 8 notation can be found in [27, 321, and will not be 
describeci in this thesis. 
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the network (\ denotes set difference) and a new copy is included. 

h major advantage of the Promote operation is that it can be used to 

promote both Send and Receive operations at the node level independently to 

the network level. This is accomplished as foUows: 

NetworkSend A 3 ANode 0 Send /\ Promote 
NetworkReceive 3 M o d e  0 Receive A Promote 

The logical conjunction of schemas (in this case the conjunction of Send and 

Promote as weil as the conjunction of Receive and Promote) merges cornmon 

variables in the two schemas together, binding the unnamed instances of Node 

to a particulax sender and receiver. 

2.3 The Ob ject-Z specification language 

The Object-Z Specification Language was developed at the University of 

Queensland, Australia. The major syntactic additions in Object-Z are due 

to the notion of classes. A class definition in Object-Z is given using the 

schema notation wit h optional generic parameters. Inside the class definition 

is an encapsulated Z specification. The stnicture of a class declmation in 

Object-Z is given as Coilows: 

- ClassNarne [ Generic Parumet ers] 
Msibility list 
inherited classes 
type defiitions 
constant definitions 
state schernu 
initial state schernu 
operation schemas 
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Visibility Iist denotes the list of f a t u m ,  (features are discussed later in 

this section) that the class exports to the outside world. If omitted, all the 

features of the class are visible. 

InheBted classes denotes the set of superclasses from which the concerned 

class inherits its features. Object-Z supports inheritance by expansion only. 

This means that a subclass c m  only add new stmcture or constraints, but 

cannot redehe inherited features. Object-Z does not impose a restriction on 

the number of superclasses, it supports multiple inheritance. In the case of 

ambiguity due to multiple inheritance, the specifier is responsible for resolving 

the confiicts in names and constraints. Further, inheritance ovemdes the vis- 

ibility settings of the parent classes. That is, all the features of parent classes 

are visible to the child class, and the child class is fkee to export a different 

set of features. 

Type definitions and constant definitions in a class have the same syntax as  

their corresponding Z equivalents. Their scope is however, limited to the class 

in which they are declared. A constant is associated with a fixed value that 

cannot be changed by any operation of that class, but the value of constants 

may M e r  for dinerent objects of the class. 

The state schema of a class is a narneless box. It contains declarations (state 

variables) and an optional predicate (state invariants). The state variables and 

constants are collectively referred to as attributes. These attribut es and state 

invariants are Mplicitly included in the declaration and predicate part of the 

initia2 state schema and each operation schema. 

The initial state schema is distinguished £iom other operations by its name, 

IMT. It serves as an object initializer. This schema is different from normal 

operation schemas in that it has only a predicate part. Conceptually, an initial 

da te  schema serves as the template for all possible initializations of objects of 
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this class. 

Operation schemas in a class definition &Bers boom Z operation schernas, 

in that the A iist here lias the set of state variables that are modified by the 

operat ion. 

The attributes and operations of a class are collectively referred to as fea- 

tufes of a class. 

Object-Z, as advocated in (81, &O supports history invariants. History 

invariants are used to express the temporal behavior of the class features. 

Ob ject-Z uses temporal logic notation for t heir description. History i n k a n t s  

are not considered as part of nrOZ and hence we do not discuss it any further 

in this thesis. 

The example specification can be modeled in Object-Z as shown below. 

[NODEID MESSAGE] 

, Mail 
r 

from : NODEID 
to : NODEID 

1 1 body : MESSAGE 

Class Mail has three attribut es t hat describe the source node, destination 

node and the body respectively. The class does not have any operations. Since 

the class does not define a visibility list, al l  of its features are visible to other 

classes. 

Content 
~ M ~ ~ z  



The classes Content and Ack are modeled as specializations of the class 

Mail, rather than being modeled using a type field in the class Mail to illustrate 

the concepts of inheritance and polymorphism that are present in Object-2. 

id, Send, Receive) 

1 id : NODEID 
mbox : NODEID ++ P Mail 

i 

- SendMessage 
message! : &Mail 

message!.from = id A message! E Content 

, ReceiueMessage 
A(mboz) 
message? : $Mail 

message? E Content 
rnessage?.to = id 
mbox' = mbox @ {message?.from * 

rnboz(message?.from) u {message?)) 

, SendAck 
message! : &Md 

message!.frorn = id message! E Ack 

- ReceiveAck 
message? : $Mail 

message?.to = id A message? E Ack 

Send SendMessage p ReceiveAck 
Receive ReceiveMessage ; SendAck 
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The class Node exports its id and the two operations Send and Receiue. .Ml 

other operations and the state attribute mboz are hidden. The descriptions of 

operations are similar to those described earlieq when modeled in 2, except 

for the following Merences: 

O The A and t notations from Z are no longer available. The A List 

in ReceiueMessage inside the class Node indicates that operation Re- 

ceiveMemage modifies the attribute rnbox. 

0 The input and output variables of the send and receive operations now 

use the polymorphic type $Mail. This indicates that these parameters 

can be either a regular mail or acknowledgrnent. The particular require- 

ment that is should be a regular mail or an acknowledgment is captured 

in the predicate part of the concerned operation; see SendMessage for 

an example- 

I NetworkManager 

TkansferMessage [from, to : Node ( 
3 message? : J M d  

from E nodes A to E nodes A 
rnessoge?.fnnn = j+om.id A rnessage?.to = to - id ]  
O o m .  Send II to . Receive) 

The class NetworkManager defines only one attribute: the set of nodes. 

It also includes only one operation: transfer a message between nodes. Since 

M d  is now modeled as a polymorphic type, it is not necessary to mode1 

transfer of messages and acknowledgrnents separately at the network level. 

Moreover, namferMessage captures bot h sending and receiving mails. The 
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operation TmnsferMessage ïs given using the horizontal notation for schemas. 

In particular, it is given as a composition of three operations: 

O The nrst operation is given by the unnamed schema enclosed between [ 
and 1. It declares two Mnables from and to,  which are asserted to be 

elements of the state space variable nodes. It also introduces an input 

variable message? which corresponds to the mail being transferred. 

O The send operation is invoked by the sender. 

0 The receive operation is invoked by the receiver. 

The O operator after the unnamed operation is c d e d  the environment en- 

richment operator whose purpose is to extend the scope of its declarations fiom 

the left side to the right side. Thus the declarations from, to, and message? 

are available to the expression 

The II operator represents handshaking communication which indicates 

that the operations on either side of II exchange input and output parame- 

ters. For the use of II to be meaningfd, the handshaking variables must have 

the same base narnes (in this case, message). 

2.4 The RTOZ specificat ion language 

RTOZ is a conservative red-time extension to the Object-Z specification la . -  

guage. It preserves most of the syntax of Object-Z and requires very Little 

modification. The semantics of RTOZ uses the semantics of Object-Z as the 

base and provides appropriate extensions to incorporate real-time constraints. 
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A specification in FUOZ has two tiers: one for the huictionalities describd in 

conventional Object-Z and the other to d d b e  timing constraints warraated 

by the problem being specified. One of the distinguishing features of RTOZ 

compared to other real-the specification languages is the notion of separa- 

tion of concem. That is, the timing coIlStraints are specified separately fiom 

the functional descriptions so that users can concentrate on the two dinerent 

pesspectives separateiy. 

The tier which introduces the timing constraints contains class definitions 

known as filter specifieaiow. Each a t e r  specincation Cjilter corresponds 

to a class definition C dehed  in the other tier. Cfilter actudy contains 

a collection of filters, each filter corresponding to an operation dehed in C. 

The idea is to associate timing constraints through a filter to an operation. 

A filter specification is composed of only filters and does not contain any 

other class constructs. The semantics of ElTOZ provides a consistent mapping 

between the filter specincations and their respective classes. Figure 2.1 shows 

the organization of a class and its corresponding filter. 

Figure 2.1: A Class and its Filter Specincation 

As seen in Figure 2.1, a class and its corresponding £ilter specification must 

have the same name except for the keyword nIter tagged to the name of the 
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class correspondhg to the filter specincation. Each operation and its corre- 

sponding filter must also have the same name. This is not only a convention, 

but aiso provides a name binding. 

A timing parameter used in RTOZ belong to one of the two types: Real- 

T h e  or Time. RealTime corresponds to the obse~er's clock t h e ,  while T h e  

denotes metrïc values such as the dinerence between two clock values. Timing 

constraints use both RealTime and Time. A typical RTOZ specification con- 

tains the two tiers specined separately. The reakation of the combination of 

the two tiers can be obtained using the formal semantics described in [2]. 

2.5 Informal semantics of the filter notation 

This section briefly describes the semantics of RTOZ extended fiom chat of 

Object-2. Complete details of the informa1 semantics is beyond the scope of 

this thesis and readers are referred to [2] for the same. 

a The timing &ables derived fiom the problern domain are declared glob- 

d y  outside the filter specifications. These global timing variables can 

be accessed by all filter specifications. 

0 For every class defmition, there is exactly one filter specincation. 

a For every operation Op of class C, there is exactly one filter Op in the 

filter specification CfUter. A filter specification cannot introduce new 

mters on its own. 

a A filter Op maps timing variables to the functional variables of its corre- 

sponding operation O p .  The INïT schema is treated similar to operations 

and hence it bas its own filter named INIT. 



0 The timing variables of a filter Op include those declared within Op and 

are a subset of the global timing variables. 

Besides the mapping, a filter can introduce additional constraints be- 

tween the timing variables. 

a A filter c m o t  introduce new functional variables. 

A filter Op cannot be invoked independently; it can only be applied to 

the operation Op. Similady, in RTOZ, an operation Op can only be 

invoked in conjunction with its filter. 

a If an operation Op is composeci fkom several operations Opl, . . . , Op,, 

the filter Op is definecl as the logical conjunction of the filters Opl, . . . , 
Op, even if the operation Op is dehed  using other composition operators 

such as A, g, 11, [l and a. 

e The pardel  communication operator II in Object-Z does not make the 

direction of communication explicit. This is broken down into four dif- 
II li Il II ferent operations in RTOZ, namely, t , -t , S , 2 , depending on 

the direction and initiator of data transfer. 

We now give the RTOZ specification for the chosen case study. Since 

the 6rst tier in an RTOZ specification is an Object-Z specification (which has 

alredy been presented) , we give the specification for the second tier only. Since 

RTOZ has new handshaking operators indicating the direction of communica- 

tion, the II operator in the operation ZhnsferMessuge in class NetworkManager 
II 

must now be replaced by the '! operator. 

We first define the real-time constants of the case study based on the 

following timing requirements. 
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0 The variable & refers to the maximum time which a sender waits for 

the receipt of an acknowledgment after a message is sent. 

a The variable tb, denotes the maximum time taken by the network man- 

ager to transfer a message between two nodes. 

It is obvious from the problem domain that the time taken for receipt of an 

acknowledgment shodd be strictly l e s  than the time taken for the trader. 
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- SendMessage 
message! : &Mail 
t : RealTime 
6t : Tirne 
~~~~~~2 : Time 

mapping = {message! e E ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ )  

, SendAck 
message! : $Mail 
t : RealTime 
6t : Tirne 
emuSogc2 : Time 

mapping = {message! H emedSaw2) 

, ReceiveAck 
message? : J. Mail 
t : RealTime 
4t : Tirne 
%,sagel : T h e  

ReceiueMessage 
mbox, rnbox' : NODEID -+ PJMail 
message? : $Mail 
t : RealTZnre 
6t : Time 
Emusogel : T h e  

mapping = (mbox H t, mbod H t + 6t, 
message? tmessagel) 

Send ô SendMessage A ReceiueAck 
Receive ReceiueMessage A SendAck 
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In the 6iter specincation N o d e f f t e r ,  each filter bas two explicit variables 

t and d t  denoting cespectively, the invocation t h e  of the corresponding o p  

eration and the anticipateci duration of the operation. Corresponding to each 

input variable z?, there will be a timing parameter indicating the time off- 

set aRer the invocation of the operation at which the input is expected to be 

received. Sirnilady for each output variable y!, there will be a timing parame- 

ter ey2 indicating the t h e  offket after the invocation of the operation at which 

the output is expected to be generated by the operation. The predicate part 

of a filter definition consists of a mapping predicate introduced by the key- 

word mapping. This predicate indicates the mapping between the functiond 

variables and their corresponding timing variables. In addition, the predicate 

part of the filter may also contain additional timing constraints which relate 

the global timing parameters to either the functional variables or the timing 

parameters defined in this operation or both. See the filter ReceiveAck in 

N o d f l t e ~  for an example. 

Filters for operations that are defined as a composition of other operations 

(written using horizontal schema notation) are given as a logical conjunction 

of the filters corresponding to their constituents. These filters are also written 

using the horizontal schema notation. The filter for operation Tram ferMeessage 

shown below stands as an example of this situation. 

NetworkManager-nltei 
iPransfetMessage [frorn : Node; to : Node; 

t : RealTàrne; bt : Time 1 
mapping = {hm * t ,  to H t }  A 

d t  Ir ttm] A 
front-Send tu. Receiue 



Chapter 3 

A Grammar for RTOZ 

A concrete representation of the grammar for a Ianguage is the starting point 

for the development of a type checker for that language. This chapter de- 

scribes a grammar for RTOZ, which can also be used for the development of 

other tools such as theorem provers. The chapter is organized into three sec- 

tions: modifications to the grammar for Z described in [Z], extensions to the 

modified gramcna for Object-Z and a grammar for RTOZ. 

3.1 Modifications to the grammar for Z 

Currently, there exist two different grammm for 2: one descnbed by 

Spivey [27], and the other described in the draft version of the Z standards [Il]. 

Since the standardkation process is not yet complete a t  the time of writing t his 

thesis, we adopted the grammar given by Spivey. The standardization effort 

have identified some incompleteness in Spivey's work which wmant modifi- 

cations to Spivey's grammar. In this thesis we have selectively included some 

portions from the Standards version of the grammar. 

Foilowing are the modifications made to the gamma defined by Spivey. 
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0 The defmition of Def-Lhs has changed kom 

Def -Lhs ::= Var-Name [Gen-Formals] 

1 Pre-Gen Decoration Ident 
1 Ident In-Gen Decoration Ident 

Def - U s  ::= Pre-Gen Decoration Ident 
1 Ident In-Gen Decoration Ident 
1 Ident 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

The former definition includes generic variable names appearing on the 

left hand side of an abbreviation definition. We anticipated that such 

descriptions are rare and can be equaily weii captured using generïc 

schemas. Due to this simplification constructs such as, 

(-newfun-) [X, Y] == X -++ Y 

will not be accepted by the type-checker. 

0 The definition of Branch is changed fiom 

Branch ::= Ident 

1 Var-Name ildata Expression \rdata 

Branch ::= Ident 
1 Ident \ldata Expression \rdataI 

In specifying a Eree type definition, Spivey's grammas includes Var-Name 

as the place holder for constmctor hinctions; Var-Name has been defined 

as 
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The option (Op-Name) defines operation names that must be instanti- 

ated using formal parameters. Such instantiations will not occur in the 

definition of a fiee type. Consequently, we simply replaced Var-Name by 

Ident. 

In a similar context, (Op-Name) wiil not appear in the middle of an 

expression. Consequently, we made the following modification. 

These simplifications however, do not affect the power of the language, 

since they can all be expressed using other techniques. 

3.2 Grammar changes for Object-Z 

A grammar for Object-Z is given in [6]. This grammar is based on Spivey's ear- 

lier version of 2. Since then Object-Z has also evolved dong with the changes 

in Z. There does not exist a stable grarnmar for the current version of Object-2. 

We therefore decided to use the Object-Z language described in [8] as the base 

for our work. We developed a new grammar for Object-Z using the grammar 

for Z described in the previous section as the basis. 

An important addition to the grammar due to Object-Z is the Class-Box, 

which is given below. 
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Class-Box ::= \begia~class)~Class-Name3 [Gen-FormalsJ 
[Class-Items] 

[Statel 

[mit] 
{OP)* 

\endklass 
w here 

Class-Items ::= [Visibility-List] 

[Super-Classes] 

 ocal al-~ef s)* 
and 

Local-Def s ::= [Ident , . . . , 1 dent] 

/ Axiomatic-Box 
1 Def-Lhs == Expression 

1 Ident : : = Branch . . . [Branch 

This grammar supports generic class definitions. It does not support his- 

tory invariants. As seen from the grammar, one may specify a class without 

any definition inside. An empty class definition is prohibited based on the 

concepts of object-orientation and consequently flagged as an error by the 

type-chedcer. The Visibility-List in the grarmmar is defined as a set of 

identifiers. However, only attributes and operation names can appear in the 

Visibil ity-List.  This restriction is ais0 implemented by the type-checker. 

The grammar for State defines the state schema of a class. It is an un- 

named schema, and hence is slightly dinerent from the grammar d e  for a nor- 

mai schema. Similady the grammar for bit defines the initial state scherna. 

and is different fiom normal schemas in that it does not have a declaration 

Part- 

Another major syntactic dinerence in Object-Z is the delta list present in 

the declaration part of operations. 
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opDecïPart ::= DELTA BRA identlistl KET 
[sep declpart] 

1 declPart 

Other extensions to the grammar include those of operation expressions, 

which are sirnilar to the schema expressions of 2. For a complete list of modi- 

fications readers are referred to appendix A. 

3.3 Grammar extensions for RTOZ 

Since RTOZ uses the same syntax as that of Object-2, extensions to the gram- 

mar for RTOZ are minor. Even though filter specifications are class definitions 

themselves, there are additional constraints that are required in parsing filter 

specifications. For example, the name of a tilter specification requkes a key- 

word Alter. Instead of using the grammar for class definition for introducing 

a filter specification, and later checking the validiv of the name, we introduced 

a separate rule in the grarnmar itself as  given belom. 

FilterSpec ::= \begin{filterspec){~lass-!lame) 
[FilterInit] 

{OP)* 
\end{f ilterspec) 

The d e  for filter specincations also asserts that a fiiter specification can 

include only filter defhitions. The grammar for init box of a filter is different 

fiom normal class init schema in that a flter init schema can also have a 

declaration part. 

Since RTOZ adds four new operators to Object-2, the grammar d e  for 

OpExp is modiiied accordingly to, 
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RTOZ also introduces a mapping predicate whose grammm rule is shown 

below . 

Mapping ::= \mapping = { Kap ( , ~ a p ) *  ) 
--- ..- Ident \maps expression 

The type-checker ensures that the variable parsed by Ident is defined in 

the current scope and the type of the expression is either Time or RealTime. 



Chapter 4 

Implement at ion 

This chapter discusses implementation of a type-checker for RTOZ, using the 

grammar for RTOZ described in the previous chapter. The type checker ac- 

cepts specifications typeset using lF&X (91. We chose because almost 

aJi the tools a d a b l e  for Z and Object-Z use EQ?C for type-setting. 

The chapter starts wit h a brief overview of the compiler construction toolset 

PCCTS [21, 28, 191, that is used in implementing the type-checker. PCCTS 

takeç an LL grammar as input. This toolset was chosen among other alterna- 

tives because it seems to be more appropriate to resolve some of the problems 

that we anticipated in parsing an RTOZ specification. For example, predicates 

and expressions in Z do not have explicit delimiters. The oewline token \\ 

(in I9[1ÈX) is overioaded as the delimiter as weii aç a line separator. In places 

where a predicate or an expression is incomplete, the token \\ is ignored while 

occurrences of \\ at  other places is used as a separator. For example, consider 

the following schema (in lTi)$). 



In the predicate part of the above schema, the first occurrence of \\ is 

ignored because the predicate is not yet cornplete. Even though the predicate 

a = b is complete, the token after the second occurrence of \\ is a continu- 

ation of the previous predicate and hence the second occurrence of \\ is also 

ignored. Since the fourth line starts a new predicate, the third occurrence of 

\\ is treated as a separator. Tailoring such selective consumption of tokens 

depending on look ahead information is not straight-forward using normal LR 

parsers- 

4.1 Overview of PCCTS 

PCCTS is an acronym for Purdue Compiler Construction Tool Set. The tool 

set is a combination of two tools namely ANTLR (ANother Tool for Language 

Recognition) and DLG (DFA-based Lexical anaJyzer Generator). ANTLR is 

the functional equivalent of YACC, and DLG is the equivalent of LEX that is 

distributed with most CTNIX systerns. 

ANTLR accepts as its input, predicated LL(k) grammars for k 2 1 and 

generates recursive-descent parsers in C or C++. The input to the tool is in 

EBM? notation. The predicates provided by ANTLR are of two types: syn- 

tactic and semantic. Syntactic predicates offer unbounded lookahead t hat 

helps hNTLR to direct the parse depending on multiple lookahead sequences. 

Semantic predicates uses additional information fiom symbol table to direct 



the parse. These two predicates make ANTLR more flexible than traditional 

LR(k) parser generators, even though the set of LL(k) grammars is a subset of 

LR(k) grammars. Despite these flexibilities, the predicated LL(k) grammar is 

still subject to problems due to left-recursion and should be left-factored [l]. 

ANTLR generates recursive-descent parsers, while traditional parser gen- 

erators produce table-driven parsers. Generdy recursive-descent parsers 

are slower than their tabldriven counterparts. However, recursive-descent 

parsers are more intuitive and their output is easier to understand. 

Ehrther advantages provided by ANTLR in cornparison to YACC include: 

O ANTLR accepts grammar in EBNF notation, while traditional YACC 

accepts only BNF. 

O ANTLR provides facilities for the automatic construction of ASTs (Ab- 

stract Syntax Trees) . 

a ANTLR provides good facilities for error recovery and reporting. It has 

an automatic error reporting mechanism, which is sufficient for trivial 

cases. It also provides a mechanism cded  "parser exception handling" 

that raises exceptions on mismatched input and for other parsing errors 

that helps in the development of high quaiity parsers. 

O ANTLR allows each grnmmar d e  to have parameters and return val- 

ues. Since ANTLR generates a top down parser, each grammar d e  can 

bubble information up to the upper level rule. 

Because PCCTS takes as its input, a predicated LL grammar, the grammar 

for RTOZ discussed in Chapter 3 must be rewritten as a predicated LL(k) 
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grammar. Due to efnciency considerations, we have rewritten the grammar as 

predicated LL(1) grammar. An unambiguous context-free grammar is LL if 

and only if, the grammar has no left recursion and is left-factored. 

4.2.1 Left Recursion 

A nonterminal A in a context fiee grarnrnar G = (N, C, P ,  S) is said to be 

recursive if A $ &A@, for some a and p. If a = E, then A is said to be left- 

recu~sive. A grammar is not LL(k) for any k, if it is left-recursive. There are 

well known algorithms for removing left recursion fkom a grammar (11. Given 

where no pi begins with A, the production can be rewritten as: 

By applying this d e ,  grammar expressions such as, 

Expression-1 ::= Expression-1 In-Gen Decoration Expression-1 

1 Expression-2 ( x Express ion-2) * 
are converted into: 
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Expression-1 ::= Express ion-;! ( x Expression-2) * 
1 Expression-;! ( x  Expression-2)* 

Expression-11 

Expressiorll ::= In-Gen Decoration Expression4 
1 in-Gen Decoration Expression-1 

Expression-11 

In practice left-recursion can occur in v-g depths and can be difEicult 

to handle since the grammar produced may not resemble the original. 

4.2.2 Left Factoring 

In practice a lookahead of k > 2 wodd be costly to implernent. So in this 

thesis, we have chosen to restrict ourselves to an LL(1) grammar. This implies 

that the grarnmar should be left factored. Given a production: 

the grammar is LL(1), if and only if: 

FIRSTi(ai) ,  FIRSTl(m),  .-. , FIRSTl(cr,), are al1 pairwise dis- 

joint'. 

If ai S e, then FIRSTl(aj )n FOLLOW1(A) = 0 for 1 5 j 5 n, i # j .  

For example, in a d e  such as 

Set-- ::= {[Expression-List] ) 
1 { Schema-Tert [@ Expression] ) 

both the alternatives start with a '{' and hence FIRSTl(al) and FIRSTl(cr2) 

are not disjoint. By applying left factoring, we rewrite the production as, 

IFor formal definitions for FIRST and FOLLOW refer to [l]. 
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- - - . - - - - 

::= { 
( 

[Expression-List] 

1 Schema-Tert [O Expression] 

There is no known algorithm for left-factoring a grarnmar in an EBNF 

grammar. An algorithm to left-factor a grammar in GNF (Greibach Normal 

Form [IO]) could be found in [IO]. However, converting a EBNF grnmmar to 

GNF and translating it back to EBNF f i e r  left factoring, would make the 

grammar incomprehensible. 

4.2.3 Priority and Associativity of operators 

Priority and associativity of operators in a language can be incorporated easily 

in an LR grammar, but it requires considerable effort to include them in an 

LL grarnmar. For example, consider the foiiowing grammar sequence in RTOZ 

grammar. 
- - - - -- - 

Predicate ::= Predicate-1 

1 Predicate A Predicate 

1 Predicate V Predicate 

1 Predicate + Predicate 
1 Predicate u Predicate 

where the priorities of h and v are higher than those of ==+ and e. The 

operator is right associative while the others are Left associative. This 

grammar must be rewritten as: 



Ptedicate ::= Predicate-3 

Predicate-2 ::= Predicate-i 

( 

(A V I  

Predicate-1 

)* 

Predicate-3 := Predicate-2 

( 

[=+ Predicate-31 

1 {M Predicate-2)+ 

1 

to introduce the priority and associativity of the operations. 

4.3 Semantic Predicates in ANTLR 

Semantic predicates direct the parse based on semantic information ob t ained 

£rom the symbol table. For example, the grammar production Schema-Ref 

could be written as, 

1 Schema-Ref ::= ((isGenSchema(~T(1) ) ))? Schema-Name Decoration 

I Gen-Actuals [Renamingl 

1 1 Schema-Name Decorat ion [Renamingj 

This d e  tells the parser that if the lookahead denotes a generic schema, 

then Look for parameters for the schema. Such a faciiity simplifies the gram- 

mar because the k t  set of the grammar production of both Gen-Actuals 

and Renaming includes a square bracket. To enable the parser to make the 

right choice, one would have to apply left factoring to disambiguate the rule. 

However such a process would be cumbersome and counter-intuitive. 
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4.3.1 Syntactic Predicates in ANTLR 

Syntactic predicates use unbounded lookahead to direct the parse. For exam- 

ple, consider the following simplified productions: 

nbbriefn ..- - Ident = Expression 
Free-Def n -.- . Ident : : = Branch (1 ~ranch)* 

Horiz-Schema ::= Ident Schema-Exp 

Paragraph ..- -.- - .. 
1 Abbr-Defn 

1 Free-Defn 
1 Horiz-Schema 

The FIRST set of the three productions namely Abbr-Defi, Free- Defi 

and Horiz-Schema, all start with an Ident. To disambiguate the gammar, 

one must apply left factoring to make the gr;Lmmar: 
- - - - - - -  -- - -  

~ b b r - ~ e f  ILO ..- . == Enpression 

Free-DefnO . ..- : := Branch ( 1   ranch)* 
Horiz-SchemaO ::= Schema-Exp 

Paragraph **- 
.*- ... 

1 Ident 
( Abbr-DefnO 

1 Free-DefnO 

1 Horiz-Schema0 

1 

This makes the grammar hard to understand. Further, for applying actions 

based on the grarnmar d e s ,  one must pass parameters to the sub rule or 

bubble all the actions to the parent d e .  Instead, PCCTS provides a simpler 

alternative using which the same production could be written as: 
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Paragraph ::= .. - 
1 ( Ident = ) ? Abbr-Defn 

1 ( Ideat : : = ) ? Free-Defn 
1 ( Ident ) ?  Horiz-Schema 

In this case, if the look ahead matches 

a an Ident followed by the token ==, parse the entire production as an 

Abbr-Def n; 

a an Ident followed by the token ::=, parse it as a Free-Defn; and 

an Ident followed by the token ô, parse it as a horizontal schema dec- 

laration, 

4.4 Syntax for class items 

For ease of type-chechg, we impose an ordering among the items in a class 

defhition, as foliows: 

a Optiond visibüity iist, 

a Optional iist of inherited classes, delimited by \inherit and 

\endinherit , 

a Optional local definitions delimited by \locpar and \endlocpar, 

Optional State operation, 

a Optiond Init operation, and h d y ,  

Zero or more operation schemas. 



Chapter 5 

Type Checking 

The term type in the Z specification Ianguage refers to a carrier set which 

contains the set of ail values an object of that type can take. For example, 

the m e  of Z is the carnier set which contains the set of al1 integers and the 

type refers to the c&r set which contains a,li the positive numbers except 

zero. When a variable is said to be of a particdar type, it actually means that 

the variable's value is an element of the cazrier set of that particular type. 

Z is a strongly-typed specification language in the sense that every expres- 

sion in a weU-Wed Z specification is associated with a type. For a specifica- 

tion to be correct, it must be at least weil-formed. By weil-formedness of a 

specification, we mean that there are no type errors. For example, the schema 

is syntacticdy correct, but is fi-formed since the predicate part equates a 

number to a set of numbers. It should be noted that well-fonnedness of a 
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specification does not guarantee its correctness. For example the predicate, 

is well-formed but is incorrect since negative integers are not considered by 

this predicate. 

The Z specification language defines Z, h d w  as primitive types as a part 

of its mathematical toolkit. ObjemZ adds R to the set of primitive types. 

With =OZ, two more basic types, namely RealTime and Time are defined as 

part of the specification language. Every specification can also define a set of 

basic types which are considered atomic for the purposes of the specification. 

The Z specification language provides three iype constructors for developing 

composite types. These are: 

0 the power set operator P that constructs a set of all subsets; 

the Cartesian product operator x that constructs a set of tuples; 

0 schemas that construct a binding between variable names and their sig- 

natures. For example, the type of the schema schemal given above 

would be a binding 4 a : Z O. The predicate part of a schema does not 

affect its type, 

Other operators are defined in terms of these basic constructors. For ex- 

ample a partial h c t i o n  is dehed  by a generic schema, 

- : P(P(X x Y)) r=!: 
The above generic schema defines an identifier + which is a member of 

the carrier set that is the power set of the power set of a l l  the tuples between 
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types X and Y. 

The Object-Z specification language adds class definition to the set of con- 

structors. The type of class can be given as a schema: 

- ClassDecl 
visible : F Name 
state : Name * Q p e  
opsigs : Name * (Name * %e) 
attributes : IF Narne 
operations : F Name 

attributes = dom state 
operations = dom opsigs 
visible C attributes U operations 

where the syrnbol F refers to a finite subset. 

RTOZ also adds Nter specifications to the Object-Z specification language, 

but a filter specification is still a class with the above structure. Timing 

information in RTOZ adds another domain to the semantic universe, but it 

has not been formally specified yet. So for type-checking purposes we stilI use 

the semantic domain of Object-2. 

5.1 Operators in Z 

The Z specification language hss strong support for user defined operators 

that extend the language. User-dehed operators can be relations, funct ions 

or generic symbols. Relations can either be infk or prefix. Sirnilarly generic 

symbols can either be i n b  or prefix. Functions can be p r e k  or infix or 

postfix. Functions and relations can also be generic. For example relational 

composition in Z is defined as: 
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The above schema defmes the operator g which is an infix hinction that 

accepts two relations as parameters and generates another relation. The pa- 

rameters of the function are themselves generic. The presence of genericity 

and curried fimctions make me-checking difEicult. 

5.2 Type Abbreviation 

Type constructors enable users to define composite types fkom simpler types. 

To type-check composite types, one has to unwind the type construction pro- 

ces. This requires some mechanism to equate composite types to a simple 

expression of its constituent types. Type abbreviation in Z aids in this pro- 

c e s  The set of type abbreviations employed as a part of the mathematical 

toolkit of Z is shown in table 5.1. 

' m e  
W 
N 
* 
+ 
++ 
H 

* 
3) 

* 
H 

seq s 
seq, s 
bag s 

Abbreviated type 

Table 5.1: Type abbreviations in Z 
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It should be noted that type abbreviation is transitive. For example, con- 

sider the following dehïtions. 

The symbol ++ denotes h i t e  partial functions, and its type declaration is 

given by 

Using these declarations the type of the declaration 

is abbreviated to be P(P(N x R)). 

5.3 Type Inferencing 

A type of a variable in a declaration is detennined by evaluating the type of the 

expression associated with the variable in that decIaration. Certain constructs 

in Z however, introduce variables into scope whose types c m  be inferred from 

the context. This is known as type inference. Both Spivey [27] and the ISO 

Standards cornmittee [Il] explain the d e s  involved in type inferencing. For 

example, consider a function students defined as: 

1 students : ID + Student 
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where Student is a schema. Now consider the let expression: 

(let z == (students(s)).name . . . ) 

The type of the variable z is inferred to be the same as  that of the name 

component of the schema Student. 

As mother example of type inferencing, consider the foilowing definition: 

In this case the type-checker uses the semantics of the language, namely that 

the -e operator is left associative and hence the type off is X + ( Y  + 2). 
If the user wants the type of f to be (X + Y) + 2, the user must include 

parentheses. 

5.4 Type Unification 

The Z speciûcation language supports generic functions and relation apart 

from generic symbols. The parameters to these functions are inferred from the 

context. For example consider the following schema: 

where head is defined to be: 
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= [XI 
head : seqX + X 

In the above schema, the hct ion head is used in the predîcate twice. The 

6rst time it is used the type of its parameter is a sequence of numbers and the 

second time it is used with a sequence of real numbers as its parameter. The 

type-checker deduces fkom the type of its parameter that the return value is 

an integer in the fk t  case and a real number in the second case. Sirnilady 

given a schema: 

the type checker infers fiom the context that the type of the right band side of 

the equals sign is a sequence of integers and hence accepts that the predicate 

as well formed. This becomes more complex with the presence of polyrnorphic 

types. For example consider the dehition of the relation e: 
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In the unification of # the right çide variable is an elernent which is a 

polymorphic type of closS1 and the left side is of type class9.  Now even 

though they are not the same types, they have to be unified 6 t h  the same 

generic parameter (here X). 

5.5 Polymorphic functions 

The Object-Z specification Ianguage defines B to represent real numbers and 

aIl arithmetic operators can be applied to elements of W. The semantic do- 

main of the Z specification language does not aiiow multiple definitions for 

an identifier- Object-Z has not extended the semantic domain to allow this. 

Given that operator polymorphism manifests itself very fiequently in 00 de- 

sign~, it becomes imperative that the semantic domain be expanded to allow 

such extension. The RTOZ type-checker supports polymorphic functions. In 

places where the type must be inferred from context, the type checker tries 

to iiaifv the parameters with each of the possible alternatives (chosen in the 

order of definition) until unification succeeds. If unification fails for aJi the 

alternatives, then it prints an error message. Hence the type definition for an 

operator such as + could have multiple definitions as shown below: 
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This permits type coersive expressions such as: 

It shotdd be noted that due to implementation considerations each of these 

declarations should be given as a separate axïomatic description. 



Chapter 6 

Conclusion and Future Work 

This thesis presents a type checker for the Real-Time Object-Z specification 

language. The type checker accepts a specification typed in IN@C format and 

outputs error messages, if any, in the speciiication. We have chosen HJ$ 

format as input in order to be compatible with other existing tools for Z and 

Ob ject-2. 

The future work based on the current research done as reported in this 

thesis can be grouped into three major categories: 

An RTOZ specification is developed in two parts - functional and fil- 

ter specifications. It was designeci so in order to make the development 

process independent and simplet. Consequent ly, the specification wri ter 

can concentrate on each aspect without mixing the other part. How- 

ever, most of the real-the specification languages such as TRIO+ and 

RTL expect the specification writer to specify both timing and functional 

constraints together. Consequently, one would expect a real-time spec- 

ification to contain both functional and timing constraints at the same 

place. In this context, one might want to look at the inter-relationships 

between the hinctional and filter specifications in RTOZ at the same 
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place- This c m  be achieved by generating a timed specification fiom the 

two parts of an =OZ specification. In order to generate the timed spec- 

incation, it is necessary to ensure that the syntax and types of the RTOZ 

specification to be correct. We therefore recommend to type check the 

RTOZ specification using the type checker diScusseci in this thesis and 

develop a pretty-printing tool on top of the type checker. Since the type 

checker uses BQX macros, one might also develop a timed specification 

in format which can be printed on any postscript printer. 

One of the important component of a specification language is to ensure 

correctness and consistency. Consequently, tool support for semant ic 

checking and theorem proving are inherent part of any specification ian- 

guage. Since most of the other specification languages including Z have 

such tool supports, WOZ should also be supported with the semantic 

checker and theorem prover. For both of these tools, a type checker serves 

as the base. Therefore, one codd extend the type checker descnbed in 

this thesis towards a semantic checker and to a theorem prover. For 

semantic checking, additional inference d e s  must be implemented. A 

subset of these d e s  are currently avdable in [2] which can be extended 

to implement the semantic checker. The theorem prover must be sug 

ported with basic theorems and user defined theorems as other theorem 

provers for Z do [25, 131. Another important component of a theorem 

prover is an user interface. Without a user interface, a theorem prover 

would be hard to use- Since there are a number of user intedace toolkits 

are available, one could identify the tookits which are compatible with 

this type checker and extend the tool. 

a Currently, the specification language Z is being standardized. At the 
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time of writing this thesis, the standardization process is not yet com- 

plete; only a ciraft version of the standard exists. So, it is anticipated that 

the language would evolve fiuther. Since this type checker is based on 

an eariier version of Z (Spivey's version), one might want to upgrade the 

tool when the standardization process is complete. We anticipate that 

there will be considerable changes in the tool to incorporate the changes 

in the language because of the new notations and semantic Merences 

that are current Iy described in the standardizat ion process. Moreover, 

Object-Z is also evolving. This requires that the syntax and semantics 

of RTOZ need to be updated and consequently, the type checker must 

be upgraded. 

The implementation of the type checker uses a lot of templates in the 

C++ language which make the implementation versatile and amenable 

for changes. We believe that the changes can be easily incorporated as 

new extensions or as minor modifications. 

One of the design rationale for RTOZ is to make the language as multi- 

dimensional object-oriented language. One of such dimensions is the 

real-time paradigm which is currently described in [2]. If the language is 

extended to add more dimensions towards other paradigms such as busi- 

ness modeling dong with real-tirne, the type checker must be modified 

to include additiond paradigrn. As long as the syntax and new types 

are the same as in the current version of the language, the type checking 

process would not change. It may only be required to extend the type 

checkhg for each such pmadigm. 
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Appendix A 

Grarnrnar for RTOZ 

specif icat i o n  

p==graph 

unboxedPara 

item 

: (Paragraph}* Eof 

: unboxedPara 
1 axiomaticBox 
1 schenaBox 
1 genericBox 
1 classBor 
1 filterBox 
1 comment 

: BEGZED item {sep item)* ENDZED 

: givenSetDef 
1 abbrDefn 
1 freeDefn 
1 horizschema 
1 predicate 

SQBFtA identLis t l  SQKET 
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schemaBox : SCHDEF Name formals 
decïPart [ST axiomPart] 

ENDSCH 

f ilterBox 

comment 

abbrDef n 

def Lhs 

f reeDefn 

branch 

: CLASSDEF Name formals 
classItems 

ENDCLASS 

: FILTERDEF ClassName 
filterItems 
ENDFILTER 

: PERCENTPERCENT 
( 

(INOP 1 INREL 1 INGEN 
1 PREFEL 1 PREGEN 1 POSTGEN) (ident)+ 

1 VERBOSE [Number] 
1 NOVERBOSE 
1 UNCHECKED 

1 
: defLhs DEFINEEQUAL expression 

: PreGen decoration ident 
1 ident UGen decoration ident 
1 ident 

: ident FREEEQUALS branch 
{VBAR branch)* 

: ident 
1 ident FREEBRA expression FREEKET 
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horizschema : Name formais DEFS schemaExp 

classftems : {unboxedClassItems)* 
[statel 
[classInitl 
[op {sep op)*] 

filterItems : Cf ilterhit] 
[op {sep op )*I 

unboxedClassItems : [visibilityListl 
/ [BEGIWHERIT classRef ENDINEiERIT] 
1 [ BEGLOC 

localDef {sep local~efl* 
ENDLOC 1 

state 

classInit 

: SQBRA idemList1 SQKET 
1 axiomaticBox 
1 abbrDefn 
1 freeDefn 

: BEGSTATE 
decïPart [ST axiomPart1 

1 [ST axiomPart] 
ENDSTATE 

: INIT DEFS SQBRA VBAR axioms SQKET 
1 BEGINIT 

[axiomPart] 
ENDINIT 

: INIT DEFS SQBRA opText SQKET 
1 BEGINIT 

( opDecïPart [ST axionPart] 
1 CST ariomPartl) 

ENDINIT 
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: Name DEFS op- 
1 opBox 

opBox : BEGOP (Name 1 OpName) 

opDeclpart [ST axiomPartJ 
1 CST axiomPart1 
1 

ENDOP 
declpart : basicDec1 {sep basicDecl)* 

declaration : basicDecl (SEM1 basicDecl)* 

axiomPart : predicate {sep predicate)* 

axioms : predicate {SEMI predicatel* 

sep : SEHI 1 BACKBACKSLASH 1 ALSO 

schemaExp : EXISTS teschem- 
1 EXISTSl teSchemaExp 
1 FORllU teSchemaExp 
1 schemaExp1 
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predicate 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

SQBRA textOrExpression SQKET 
s chemaRef 
NOT schemaExp1 
PRESCH schamaExp1 
schemaExp1 AND schemaExp1 
schemaExp1 OR schemaExpl 
schemaExp1 ïMPLIES schemaExp1 
schemaExp1 IFF schem-1 
schem-1 PROJECT schemaExp1 
schemaExp1 HIDE BRA declList1 KET 
schemaExp1 SEM1 schemaExp1 
s chernaml PIPE s chemaExp1 
BRA schemaExp KET 

deltaorXi SchemaName decorat ion 
[actualsl [renaming] 

schemaText DOT schemaExp 

FORALL tepredicate 
EXISTS tepredicate 
EXISTSl tepredicate 
l e t  predicate 
mappingpred 
predicate 1 
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predicatel 

express ion 

expressionl 

expression rel expression 
{rel expression}* 

PreRel decoration expressson 
schemaRef 
PRESCH schemaRef 
opRef 
TRUE 
FALSE 
NOT predicatel 
predicatel AND predicatel 
predicatel OR predicatel 
predicatel IMPLIES predicatel 
predicatel IFF predicatel 
BRA predicate KET 

: schemaText DOT predicate 

: LAMBDA schemaText DOT expression 
1 M ü  textOrExpression [DOT expressionl 
1 let expression 
1 expression 

: IF predicate THEN expression 
ELSE expression 

1 expressionl 

: expressionl hGen expressionl 
1 expression2 {CROSS expression2)* 
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expression2 : expression2 InFun expression2 
1 PSET expression4 
1 PreGen expression4 
1 UNARYMINüS decoration expression4 
1 expression4 L M G  

expression0 RIMG decoration 
1 expression3 

ident 
Number 
schemaRef 
POLYMORPHIC classRef 
setExp 
LANGLE expressionlist RANGLE 
LBAG expressionList RBAG 
BRA expressionList2 KET 
THETA SchemaName decoration renaming 
expression4 APPLY ident 
expression4 BSUP expression ESUP 
expression4 PostFun 
BRA expression0 KET 

: SETBRA textOrExpression 
[DOT expression] SETKET 

1 SETBU expressionList SETKET 

: EXISTS te0pExp 
1 EXISTSl teOpExp 
1 FORALL teOpExp 

I opExp1 



~ ~ O P E ~ P  

delt a0rXi 

f ormals 

actuals 

basicDecl 

SQBRA opText SQKET 
opRef 
MOT opErpl 

opErpl opErpl 
opErpl OR opExpl 
opErpl IMPLIES 0pExpl 
opExpl IFF opExpl 
0pExpl PARALLEL 0pExpl 
0pExpl CHOICE 0pExpl 
opExpl PRûJECTION opExpl 
opExpl HIDE BRA declList1 ICET 
opErpl COWOSE opExpl 
opExpl DOT opExpl 
PRESCH 0pExpl 
BRA op- KET 

: schemaText DOT op- 

: DELTA 1 XI 1 

: SQBRA Name {COMMA Name)* SQKET 

I 

: SQBRA expressionList1 SQKET 

: schemaRef 
1 deciList1 COLON expression 

: declaration [VBAR predicate] 
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declName 
varName 
ident 
decorat ion 

opName 

renaming 

remmeList 
rename 

let 
letDefn 

r e l  

opName 1 ident 
ident 1 B U  opName KET 
Name decoration 
Stroke 1 

WDERSCORE inSym decoration UNDERSCORE 
preSym decoration UNDERSCORE 
ülJDERSCORE postSym decoration 
UNDERSCORE LIMG 

UNDERSCORE RIMG decoration 
UNARYMINWS decoration 

ident {COMM ident)* 
declName {COMMA dec mame)* 

SQBRA renamelist SQKET 

rename {COMMA remme)* 
ident RENAME ident 

LET letDefn {SEMI letl)efn)* DOT 
ident DEFINEEQUAL expression 

EQUALS 1 IN 1 1-1 

[expressionList 1.7 
expression {COMMA expression)* 
expression {COMMA expression)+ 

ClassName actuals renaming 
Clas sName renaming 
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VISIBLE BRA identList1 KET 
MAPPING EQUALS mapexp 
SETBRA {ident MAPS expression)+ SETKET 
DELTA BRA identList1 KET 

[sep declPartJ 
decïPart 
DELTA BRA identList1 KET 

[SEMI declaration] 
declaration 
OpName renaming 
ident APPLY (OpName renaming 

INIT ) 
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A predicated LL Grammar for 
RTOZ 

specif ication : (paragraph)* Eof 

paravaph : unboxedPara 
1 axiomaticBox 
1 schemaBox 
1 genericBox 
1 classBox 
1 filterBox 
1 comment 

unboxedPara 

item 

BEGZED item (sep item)* ENDZED 

givenSetDef 
( defLhs DEFINEEQUAL ) ?  abbrDefn 
( ident FREEEQUALS ) ?  freeDefn 

1 ( Name formals DEFS )?  horizschema 
1 predicate 

givenSetDef 
SQBRA identListl SQKET 
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axiomaticBox : axiomaticBox0 
axiomat icBoxO : MPEF 

declpart 
[ST axiomPart J 

ENDAX 

classBox 

f ilterBox 

comment 

: CLASSDEF Name formals 
classItems 

ENDCLASS 

: FILTERDEF ClassName 
f i1terItems 

ENDFILTER 

: PERCENTPERCENT 
( 

(INOP / INREL 1 INGEN 
1 PREREL 1 PREGEN 1 POSTGEN 

{idem)+ 

1 VERBOSE [Nuber] 
1 NOVERBOSE 
I UNCHECKED 

1 
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abbrDef nO : defLhs DEFINEEQUAL expression 
abbrDefn : abbrDefn0 

def Lhs : PreGen decoration ident 
1 ident [InGen decoration identl 

f reeDef n : freeDefn0 
f reeDef nO : ident FREEEQUALS branch {VBAR branch)* 

branch : ident [FREEBRA expression FREEKETI 

hor izSchema : Name formals DEFS schemaExp 

classItems : unboxedClass Items 
Cstatel 
[class Init] 
Cop {sep op)*] 

uaboxedClassItems : CvisibilityList] 
1 [BEGINEIERIT classRef ENDINHERIT] 
1 [ BEGLOC 

1ocall)ef {sep localDef )* 
ENDLOC 1 

: SQBRA identList1 SQKET 
1 axiomaticBox0 

1 (def Lhs DEFINEEQUAL) ? abbrDef nO 
1 (ident FREEEQUALS) ? f reeDef nO 
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state : BEGSTATE 
declPart [ST ariomPart1 

I [ST axiomPartJ 
ENDSTATE 

: INIT DEFS SQBRA VBAR axioms SQKET 
1 initBox 

: BEGINIT 
CaxiomPartl 

ENDINIT 

f i l ter ini t  : INIT DEFS SQBRA opText SQKET 
1 f ilterinitBox 

filterinitBox : BEGINIT 
( 

opDeclpart [ST ariomPart1 
1 [ST axiomPart] 
1 

ENDINIT 

: Name DEFS myopExp 
1 opBox 

: BEGOP (Name 1 OpName) 
( 

opDeclPart [ST axiomPart] 
1 CST axiomPartJ 
1 

ENDOP 

declfart : basicDec1 {sep basicDecl)* 

declarat ion : basicDecl {SMI basicDecl)* 
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axiomPart 

axioms 

sep 

schemakp 

predicate {sep predicate)* 

predicate {SEKI predicatel* 

SEM1 1 BACKBACKSLASH 1 ALSO 

EXISTS teSchemaExp 
EXISTS1 teSchemaExp 
FORAU teSchemaExp 
schemaEq4 

SQBRA schemaText SQKET 
s chemaRef 
NOT schemaExp1 
PRESCH schemaExp1 
BRA schemaExp KET 

schemaExp1 {(AND 1 OR) schemaExpl)* 

schemaExp3 ( 

PROJECTION schemaE1tp3 
1 BIDE BRA declList1 KET 
1 COHWSE schemaExp3 
1 PIPE schemaExp3 ) * 

deltaorXi schemaRefActuals renaming 
SchemaName decoration actuaïs 
SchemaName decoration 

schemaTea DOT schemaExp 



A PREDICATED LL GRAMMAR FOR EtTOZ 

preàïcate : F O U  tepreàicate 
1 EXISTS tepredicate 
1 EXISTSl tepredicate 
1 l e t  predicate 
1 mappingpred 
1 predicate3 

predicatel : (expression rel)? 
expression rel expression 

{rel expression)* 
1 PreRel decoiation expression 
1 schemaRef 
1 PRESCH schemaRef 
1 opRef 

I TRIJE 
1 FALSE 
1 NOT predicatel 
1 B U  predicate KET 

: predicatel 
( 

( l u s D I 0 R )  
predicatel 

)*  

: predicate2 
( 

CMPLIES predicateal 
1 (IFF predicate2)+ 
1 

t ePredicat e : schemaText DOT predicate 



A PREDICATED LL GRAMbIAR FOR RTOZ 

expression0 : LAMBDA schemaText DOT expression 
1 Hü schemaText [DOT expression] 
1 let expression 
1 expression 

expression : IF predicate THEN expression 
ELSE expression 

1 expression1 
expression1 : expression2 {CROSS expression2)* 

Cexpres s ion11 J 
expression11 : InGen expression1 

expression2 : ( 

PSET expression4 
1 PreGen expression4 
1 UNARYMINWS decoration expression4 
1 expression4 ( 

LIMG expression0 RIMG decoration 
1 {express ion4)* 
1 

1 [expression211 



A PREDICATED LL GRAMMAR FOR RTOZ 

ident 
Number 
schemaRef 
[POLYMORPHIC] clas sRef 
set- 
LANGLE expressionList RANGLE 
LBAG expressionList RBAG 
BRA ( 

(expression0 KET) ? 

1 expressionList2 KET 
1 
THETA SchemaName decoration renaming 

1 [express ion41] 

: ( 

APPLY ident 
1 BSüP expression ESUP 
1 PostFun decoration 
1 [expression411 

: SETBRA ( 

( schemaText ) ?  schemaText 
[DOT expression] SETKET 

1 expressionList SETKET 
1 

: EXISTS teOpExp 
1 EXISTSl teOpErp 
1 F O U  teOpExp 

1 OP-4 



A PREDICATED LL G W I M A R  FOR RTOZ 

: SQBRA opText SQKET 
1 opRef 
1 MOT opErpl 

I OP- 
1 PRESCH opExp1 

: (op-3 
C 

PROJECTION op-3 
1 HIDE BRA declList1 KET 
[ COMPOSE op-3 
1 DOT opErp3)* 

1 

: C 
opDeclaration [VBAR axiomsl 

1 CVBAR axiomsl 
1 

: schemaText DOT opExp 



A PREDICATED LL GRAMMAR FOR RTOZ 

DELTA 1 XI 1 

(SQBRA Name (SQKET 1 COMMA) )?  
SQBRA Name {COMMA ~ame)* SPKET 

SQBRA expressionList1 SQKET 

(deltaorXi SchemaName) ? schemaRef 
declList1 COLON expression 

declarat ion [VBAR predicate] 

(opName) ? opName 
ident 
ident 
BRA opName KET 
Name decoration 

preSym decoration UNDERSCORE 
UNARYMINUS 
IRJDERSCQRE ( 

inSp decoration UWDERSCORE 
1 postsym decoration 
1 LIMG üNDERSCORE RIMG decoration 
1 

ident {COMMA ident)* 
declName {COMMA declName)* 



A PREDICATED LL GRAMMAR FOR RTOZ 

renameList 
rename 

let 
letDefn 

rel 

expressionList 
expressionList 1 
express ionList2 

v i s i b i l i t y t i s t  
mappingpred 

mapexp 
mapact 

: (SQBRA ident RENâME)? 
SQBRA renametist SQKET. 

I 
: rename {COMMA rename)* 
: ident RENAME ident 

: LET letDefn {SEMI letDefn)* DOT 
: ident DEFINEEQUAL expression 

: EQUALS 1 I N  1 i d t e l  

: [expressionListiJ 
: expression { C O W  expression)* 
: expression {COMMA expression)+ 

: ClassNane actuals renaming 
1 ClassName renaming 
: VISIBLE BRA i d e n t l i s t i  KET 
: MAPPIBG EQUALS mapexp 
: SETBRA mapact {mapactl* SETKET 
: ident MAPSTO expression 

: (DELTA BRA)? DELTA BRA identList1 E T  
[sep declPart1 

1 declPart 

: (DELTA BU)? DELTA BRA ident l i s t l  KET 
[SEMI declarat ion] 

1 declaration 



A PREDICATED LL GR- FOR RTOZ 

OpName renaming 
1 ident APPLY ( 

(OpName ( Name) renaming 
1 INIT ) 

1 



Appendix C 

An example specification 

This appendix shows the specification described in Chapter 2 and the output 

produced by the providing this specification as input to the type-checker. 

\beginized) 
[NODEID, MESSAGE] 
\endized> 

\begidclass><Mail3 
\begin(state) 

from : NODEID \\ 
t o  : NODEID \\ 
body : MESSAGE 

\endCstate) 
\end(class) 

\beginCciass)i%ontent) 
\inherit 
Mail 
\endinherit 

\endklas s3 

\begin{class){Ack) 
\inherit 
Mail 
\ endmeri t  



ALV EXAMPLE SPECIFICATION 

\beginCclass><Hode) 
\ires(id, Send, Receive) \\ 
\begin<state> 
id : NODEID \\ 
mbox : NODEID \p fm \power Mail \\ 

\end(state> \also 
\begin{op><SendMessage) 
message! : \poly Mail \\ 
\where 
message!.from = id \land message! \in Content 

\end{op) \also 
\begin{op><ReceiveMessage) 
\Delta(mbox) \\ 
message? : \poly Mail \\ 
\where 
message? \in Content \\ 
message? .to = id \\ 
mbox' = mbox \oplus \C message? .from \mapsto €)\\ 
\t2 mbox(message?.from) \cup \{message?\)\) 

\end{op) \also 
\begin{op><SendAck) 
message! : \poly Mail \\ 
\where 
message!.from = id \land message! \in Ack 

\end{op) \also 
\begin(op){ReceiveAck) 
message? : \poly Mail\\ 
\where 
message? .to = id \land message? \in Ack 

\end{op) \also 
Send \sdef Sendnessage \semi ReceiveAck \\ 
Receive \sdef ReceiveMessage \semi SendAck \\ 

\end(class) 



ALT EXAMPLE SPECIFICATION 

\begmstate) 
nodes : \power Node 

\end(state) \also 
TransferMessage \sdef \lsch from, to : Mode I \\ 
\exists message? : \poly Mail \spot\\ 
\t3 from \in nodes \land to \in nodes \land O\\ 
\t3 message?.from = from-id \land message?.to = to.id 
\rsch \spot \\ 
\t3 (from. Send \paralle1 to . Receive) \\ 

\end€class) 

\begin{axdef 3 
t,(tm) : Time \\ 
t,(ack) : Time \\ 
\uhere 
t,Cack> <At> t,€tm) 

\end(axdef) 

\beginCf ilterspec)€Node) 
\begin<op)(SendMessage) 
message! : \poly Mail \\ 
\startt : ReaïTime \\ 
\deltat : Time \\ 
\epsilon-Cmessage2) : Time \\ 
\vhere 
\mapping = \€message! \map \epsilon-imessage2)\) 

\end<op> \\ 
\begin<op){SendAck) 
message!: \poly Mail \\ 
\startt : ReitlTime \\ 
\deltat : Time \\ 
\epsilon-{messagel) : Time \\ 
\vhere 
\mapping = \Crnessage ! \map \epsilonAmessage2)\) 

\end€op) \\ 
\beginiop)CReceiveAck) 
message?: \poly Mail \\ 



AN EXWPLE SPECIFICATION 

\startt : RealTime \\ 
\deltat : T h e  \\ 
\epsilon-{messagel) : Time \\ 
\where 
\mapping = \€message? \map \epsilon-€messagel)\) \\ 
\deltat \leq,€t) t-Cack3 

\end€op3 \\ 
\begin~opHReceiveMessage) 
mbox, mbox' : NODEID \pfun \power \poly Mail \\ 
message? : \poly Mail \\ 
\startt : ReaïTime \\ 
\deltat : T h e  \\ 
\epsilon-{messagel) : Time \\ 
\where 
\mapping = \bbox \map \startt, mbox' \map \startt + \deltat ,\\l 
\t3 message? \map \epsilon-€messagel)\) \\ 

\end{op3 \\ 
Send \sdef Senmessage \land ReceiveAck \\ 
Receive \sdef ReceiveMessage \land SenüAck \\ 

\end{filterspec) 

\begin€f ilt erspec)CNetvorHanager) 
TransferMessage \sdef \lsch from : Node; to : Node; \\ 
\ t 2 \ s t a r t t  : ReaïTime; \deltat : T h e  I \\ 
\mapping = \ifrom \map \startt, to \map \startt\) \land \\ 
\deltat \leqAt3 t -€tm> \rsch \spot O\\ 
from-Send \land to.Receive \\ 

\end€filterspec) 

The output of the type-checker is shown below. 

Given NODEID 

Given MESSAGE 



AN EXAMPLE SPECIFICATION 

Class Mail 
State 

from: NODEID 
to: NODEID 
body: MESSAGE 

End 
End 

Class Content 
State 

from: NODEID 
to:  NODEID 
body: MESSAGE 

End 
End 

Class Ack 
State 

from: NODEID 
t o :  NODEID 
body: MESSAGE 

End 
End 

Class Node 
State 

id: NODEID 
mbox: P (NODEID x P Mail) 

End 

Op SenàMessage 
message! : Mail 

End 

Op ReceiveMessage 
mbox: P (NODEID x P Mail) 
mboxJ : P (NODEID x P Mail) 



message?: Mail 
End 

Op SendAck 
message!: M a i l  

End 

Op ReceiveAck 
message?: M a i l  

End 

Op Send 
message!: M a i l  
message?: Mail 

End 

Op Receive 
mbox: P (NODEID x P Mail) 
mbox': P (NODEID x P Mail) 
message?: M a i l  
message!: M a i l  

End 
End 

C l a s s  NetworkManager 
State 

nodes: P Node 
End 

Op TransferMessage 
from: Node 
to: Node 
message!: M a i l  
message?: M a i l  

End 
End 



V a r  t,Ctm) : The 

Var t,(ack) : T h e  

Class Node-filter 

Op Sendnessage 
message! : M a i l  
\startt : ReaïTime 
\deltat : Time 
\epsilon-Cmessage2) : T h e  

End 

Op SendAck 
message!: Mail 
\ s ta r t t  : ReaïTime 
\deltat: Time 
\epsilon-{messagel) : The 

End 

Op ReceiveAck 
message?: Mail 
\startt : RealTime 
\deltat : The 
\eps iloe<messagel) : Time 

End 

Op ReceiveMessage 
mbox: P (NODEID x P M a i l )  
mbox' : P (NODEID x P Mail) 
message?: Mail 
\startt : RealTime 
\deltat : Time 
\epsilon-{messagel) : Time 

End 

Op Send 



AN EXAMPLE SPECIFICATION 

message!: Mail 
\ s ta r t t  : ReaïTime 
\deltat: Time 
\epsilon-{messagel): Time 
message?: Mail 
\epsilon-{messagel): Time 

End 

Op Receive 
mbox: P (NODEID x P M a i l )  
mbox' : P (NODEID x P Mail) 
message?: Mail 
\stéutt : ReaïTime 
\deltat : The 
\epsilon-{messagel): T h e  
message!: Mail 
\epsilon-{message2): Time 

End 
End 

Class NetworkManager-f ilter 

Op TransferMessage 
from: Node 
ta: Node 
\startt : ReaïTime 
\deltat: Time 
message!: Mail 
message?: Mail 

End 
End 

The program was also applied on the RTOZ specifications given in [z] and 

it found few type errors. Some of them are iisted below. 

WARNING: 'Ir. tex", Line 160 : Argument of application + incorrect 



AN EXAMPLE SPECLFICATION 

Found : (Point x \real) 

WARNING: "r.tex", L i n e  543: Types do not agree in equation 

LHS type : Time 

RHS type : b e a l  




